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Abstract 
The web has greatly improved access to scientific 
literature. A wide spectrum of research data has been 
created and collected by researchers. However, textual 
information on the web are largely disorganized, with 
research articles being spread across archive sites, 
institution sites, journal sites and researcher 
homepages. Data was widely available over internet 
and many kinds of data pose the current challenge in 
storage and retrieval. Datasets can be made more 
accessible and user-friendly through annotation, 
aggregation, cross-linking to other datasets. 
Biomedical datasets are growing exponentially and 
new curative information appears regularly in research 
publications such as MedLine, PubMed, Science 
Direct etc. Therefore, a context based text mining was 
developed using python language to search huge 
database such as PubMed based on a given keyword 
which retrieves data between specified years.  
 
Keywords: Text mining, data, database, PubMed, 
python. 
 
I.INTRODUCTION 
Computer-aided discovery of information based 
on text data is an exciting challenge in the field 
of research in biology and medicine [1]. It has 
been reported in literature that research data, in 
particular, is a valuable resource and making the 
data publicly available would aid towards 
progressing research. Moreover, the importance 
of data in a particular contextual reference and 
infrastructure that necessitates in managing data 
should not be ignored [2].  
 
A wide spectrum of research data has been 
created and collected by researchers on all 
subjects and disciplines during the course of 
their research. In this event, data segregation and  

 
generation of datasets through different 
processes and methodologies are preserved and 
and shared with others through online resources 
[3]. Moreover, datasets can be made more 
accessible and user-friendly through annotation, 
aggregation, cross-linking to other datasets as 
well as developing various tools for data analysis 
and curation [4]. 
 
It has been emphasized that researchers working 
in scientific disciplines should be properly 
trained on datasets, usage, accumulation, storage 
and retrieval. Moreover, metadata provides 
information about data resources enabling 
efficient curation, management and re-use of the 
data [5]. However, when there is a lack of 
informative metadata or file format 
inconsistencies, datasets would lose the 
community and consigned to obscurity [6]. 
 
Data curation is the major task in storage and 
retrieval of textual information as they are prone 
to become unused if they are not curated 
efficiently. The two main ways of storing and 
curating data are: using large, centralized 
national or international data centres; or using a 
distributed array of local data stores (journals 
etc) [7]. Such publicly-available data are a 
valuable long-term essential resource. On the 
contrary, there are several obstacles to data 
sharing, such as the confidentiality of those from 
whom primary data are gathered, or the expense 
of creating datasets [8-9].  
 
Biomedical datasets are growing exponentially 
and new curative information appears regularly 
in research publications such as MedLine, 
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PubMed, Science Direct etc [2]. Generation of 
datasets requires massive collection of data 
which can be simple numerical  figures  and  text  
documents,  to  more  complex  information  
such  as  spatial  data, multimedia and/or 
hypertext documents [10-11].  With  the  
enormous amount  of  data  stored  in  databases  
and  other  repositories,  powerful  tools  for  
analysis  and  interpretation  that could help in 
decision-making has been developed [12]. 
 
Text mining is the extraction of useful 
information from large volumes of text. Text 
mining involves the application of techniques 
from areas such as information retrieval,   natural   
language   processing,   information   extraction   
and   data   mining. In this paper, we present text 
mining procedure written in python object-
oriented language to extract or mine specific 
keywords from biomedical literature database 
like PubMed [13-14]. 
 

II.    MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Using the urllib module in the Python standard 
library, we could send a request directly to the 
Entrez server that handles normal interaction. 
Instead, NCBI use eUtils. In addition, providing 
an email address and other information helps us 
to process the request. 
 

>>> import urllib 

>>> Entrez.email = "email id" 

>>>u="http://eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entr
ez/eutils/esearch.fcgi?term=%s&mindate
=%d/01/01&maxdate=%d/12/31" 

 
Dynamically providing the search terms, 
startYear, endYear and recordSize can be done 
by using the “raw_input” statement for the 
strings and “input” statement for the variables. 
 

>>> Term = raw_input("Enter Search 
Term to find No. of Records: ") 

>>> startYear = input("Enter the start 
Year: ") 

>>> endYear = input("Enter the end 
Year: ") 

>>> recordSize = input("No. of Records 
to be Retrieved: ") 

 

Entrez esearch handles search terms and 

database to connect and the option to mention 

the start year and end year and these terms are 

predefined. 

>>> handle = 
Entrez.esearch(db="pubmed", term= 
Term , mindate= startYear, 
maxdate=endYear, retmax=recordSize) 

 
The ElementTree wrapper adds code to load 
XML files as trees of Element objects, and save 
them back again. We can use the parse function 
to quickly load an entire XML document into an 
ElementTree instance 
 

>>> import xml.etree.ElementTree as ET 

>>> url = u % (Term.replace(" ", "+"), year, 
year) 

>>> page = urllib.urlopen(url).read() 

>>> doc = ET.XML(page) 

 
Entrez efetch  fetches the data from the database 
based on the search terms defined in the 
Research. 

>>> handle = 
Entrez.efetch(db="pubmed", id=idlist, 
rettype="medline", 

                           retmode="text") 

 
Medline has a parser to parse the records 
retrieved using Entrez.efetch. Medline.parse 
parses the records. 
 

>>> record = Entrez.read(handle) 

>>> idlist = record["IdList"] 

>>> handle = 
Entrez.efetch(db="pubmed", id=idlist, 
rettype="medline", 

                           retmode="text") 

>>> records = Medline.parse(handle) 

>>> records = list(records) 

 
Output of these records retrieved by 
Entrez.efetch statement can be done by calling 
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predefined PubMed Search Field Descriptions 
and Tags. 
 

PubMed ID [PMID]: 

>>> print "PUBMED ID:" , 

record.get("PMID") 

Title [TI]: 

 >>> print "TITLE:", record.get("TI", 

"Error (or) No Title") 

Authors [AU]: 

>>> print "AUTHORS:", 

record.get("AU", "Error (or) No 

Authors") 

Abstract [AB]: 

>>> print "ABSTRACT:", 

record.get("AB", "Error (or) No 

Abstract") 

Source [SO]:             

>>> print "SOURCE:", record.get("SO", 

"Error (or) No Source") 

 
III.   RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Entering Search Term, start year, end year and 
number of records will retrieve the relevant data 
from PubMed database. As given in Figure-1, 
finding out the number of records on “cancer” 
from year 2008 to 2009 retrieved 5 records. 
 

 
 

Figure 1.   Entry terms to search PubMed Database 
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Figure 2.   Retrieved abstracts based on the search terms provided 

 
 

IV.   CONCLUSION 
Given the complexity and sheer magnitude of the 
task of searching the vast amount of literature 
and other databases for a certain piece of 
information, it is necessary to develop improved 
computer-based tools to aid the human expert. 
Also, this information is often scattered 
throughout the published literature and it first 
must be translated into computer-readable form 
and associated with the data records to which 
they are referring. The emergence of scripting 
languages such as Python, Tcl, and Perl as major 
tools in software development represents a 
potentially revolutionary change in computer 
programming. Therefore, an attempt to extract 
keyword based data from PubMed database was 
made as a much helpful resource to researchers 
using Python language.  
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